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Historians will record two outstanding facts—the courage, confidence and character of thousands of our citizens reduced to poverty, and the cowardice, greed and ignorance of Toledo’s financial leadership, in whom thousands of depositors had placed their trust.

—Walter Baertschi, in Toledo’s *East Side Sun*, June 14, 1934
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INTRODUCTION

BEYOND THE PANICKED CROWD

The image of frantic crowds crushing in upon the ornate doors of a bank is one of the most enduring symbols of the Great Depression. Alongside the forlorn man hawking apples on a street corner, the overloaded Model T’s of Okies heading further west and the tin and canvas shacks of innumerable Hoovervilles, the image of the bank run has become an icon of the worst economic disaster ever to befall modern American capitalism. Unlike its kindred symbols that express the human face of the tragedy, the image of the bank run seems to express both the cost and the cause of the disaster. It simultaneously invites the viewer to sympathize with the anxious crowds eager to withdraw their hard-earned savings and posits them as the active agents of their own misfortune.

As is true of most vital American stereotypes, the image of the bank run has been reproduced and retold to ever-new generations through the popular media. Frank Capra, a director whose enduring popularity is in no small measure built upon his talent for filling his silver screen with the characters and backdrops from a modern American mythos, built his 1946 classic, It’s a Wonderful Life, around a small-town bank imperiled by a panicked crowd of depositors. Just as George Bailey’s bank faced no other problems than the skittishness of his quirky neighbors, so too has the popular imagination largely explained the banking crisis of the 1930s as a failure of confidence rather than a failure of management.

Like most popular myths, the idea of the bank panic has its counterpart in academia. Economists have long debated whether the banking failures of the 1930s were “independent” economic events, that is, the result of a sudden loss of depositor confidence, or were a consequence of the erosion of the value of banks’ underlying investments and securities. One of the most influential economic analyses of the past generation, Milton Friedman and Anna J. Schwartz’s A Monetary History of the United States, 1867–1960, claimed that the bank failures of the early 1930s were the turning point that dragged the nation’s economy from recession into depression. The direct cause of
these pivotal bank failures was what they termed a “contagion of fear” among depositors. Though dressed up in monetarist jargon, this is an academic retelling of Frank Capra’s story, though here George Bailey did not get a second chance and the fearful mob with little faith in the goodness of their neighbors succeeded in tearing down their banks.1

The most recent and thorough monograph on the subject framed the problem of bank failures in the conventional manner: “Conceivably, banking failures may have been the passive consequence of declining income and prices—an endogenous response. Or, they might have been a purely autonomous response to an unanticipated shock to depositor confidence—an exogenous response.”2 The reader is given but these two options: the Great Depression’s banking failures were either a result of panic and mob behavior or an irresistible occurrence not unlike the weather. When a storm comes it is nobody’s fault, and though the storm blows down many old and rotten trees, it blows down a few healthy ones as well and one does not blame the tree for falling in a storm. Our contemporary understanding of the banking crisis, by naturalizing it or extending blame over a faceless mob, removes responsibility for the consequence of economic decisions from those who actually made them.

The current popular and academic image of the bank run was not always the most salient symbol of America’s worst period of banking failures. Many of those who experienced the bank crashes of the 1930s didn’t view the banks as victims and the Great Depression as the ultimate cause of their problems. Popular magazines featured articles analyzing the reasons why banks were toppling across the nation and generally agreed that the banker and not the economy was to blame. “The tendency nearly everywhere,” editorialized the liberal Nation, “will be to ascribe these bank failures to that anonymous depression which takes the blame for everything on its broad shoulders, but the figures, even on the surface, do not bear out this facile explanation.” The more conservative Saturday Evening Post shared this viewpoint: “... in a word it was unsound banking that caused the bank failures, and not a depression which engulfed well-managed banks.” The North American Review went so far as to blame bankers for the depression itself, “The banks and the investment houses have thus been fundamentally responsible for the panic of 1929.” Even the keynote speaker for the Virginia Bankers’ Convention in 1936 admitted, “In the minds of many folks, banks ... were not the victims of the recent devastating depression, but were the basic cause ... due principally, if not exclusively, to the inadequacy, the incompetency and the cold, heartless depravity of the bankers.”

The plummeting respectability of the banking fraternity was much commented upon and approved of in the press. Noted essayist George Anderson...
in an article entitled “Are Bankers Intelligent?” observed, “There are cer-
tainly many reasons why the average banker has lost his power and his pres-
tige in his community—many reasons and all good.” The popular attitude
towards the banking fraternity was best summed up by journalist Clifford B. Reeves writing in the American Mercury magazine in 1932:

The title of banker, formerly regarded as a mark of esteem in the United States, has sunk in public estimation to a point at which it is now almost a term of opprobrium. There seems some danger, in fact, that in forthcoming editions of the dictionary it may be necessary to define the word as a peculiar American colloquialism, synonymous with rascal, highbinder, and scalawag, and we may even see the day when to be called a son-of-a-banker will be regarded as justifiable ground for the commission of assault and mayhem.

Moreover, the belief that bankers were personally to blame for causing the Great Depression was not limited to those left destitute by its effects. The Pulitzer Prize winning historian James Truslow Adams observed that “resentment against bankers is rapidly growing” but that “hitherto the anger against banks and bankers has been voiced by the poor and debtor classes, today the strongest feeling I find is among the well-to-do classes.”

In the 1930s the public’s condemnation of the “banksters” who gambled their savings away took many forms. Cartoons in the most widely circulated magazines portrayed bankers as gamblers and swindlers. In the 1930s pulp magazines added to their repertoire of plots stories built around crooked bankers. Street & Smith’s Best Detective Magazine began publishing banker mysteries in 1930 with “Thumbway Tham’s Bank Account” and other stories themed around crooked bankers such as “Double Liability” (1931), “Simon Trapp Opens a Bank” (1934), and “Buried in a Bank” (1936). A rival pulp, True Gang Life, devoted its second issue to “The Bank that Robbed Itself” in 1935. Ace-High Detective Magazine offered “Bank Night in Hell.”

Even after the public’s open furor against bankers began to subside with passage of tough new banking regulations in 1933 and the adoption of federal deposit insurance, bankers remained in disrepute for many years. A survey by Fortune magazine in 1936 revealed that 38.3 percent of respondents believed that bankers “abused[d] their power”—only journalists were more distrusted at 41.8 percent.

How America’s popular understanding of the banking collapse has shifted since the 1930s is well illustrated in the changing descriptions of the event in college economics textbooks. College students taking their first
macroeconomics course today would find a description of the banking collapse that emphasized the role of depositors. Indeed, many use the term “banking panic” in narrating the event. For example, one textbook in economic history reads: “... in October 1930 a wave of bank failures concentrated in the South and Midwest hit the country and produced something new. A general alarm about the banking system spread across the country, and people began converting bank deposits into currency ... A rumor that a bank was in trouble would literally send people running to the bank to try to get their money out before it closed.”

In contrast, a textbook in economic history published during World War II does not even describe a bank run or give any causative role to depositors, but instead describes the collapse of international and domestic markets as the primary cause of the banking turmoil, banker misconduct as a secondary one, and the depositors as victims of both. “Banks failed in droves: 4100 closed their doors between 1930 and 1932 and caused depositors to lose a large part of the $3 billion put with them for safekeeping ... The public was profoundly shocked by the apparent poor judgment and even downright crookedness of men who had been looked upon as pillars of respectability in their communities.” Clearly, the closer observers were to the events of the Great Depression, the more likely they were to blame individuals rather than impersonal forces for the economic disaster that befell the nation.

One place to study this disparity between the modern memory of such events and the discernible facts behind them is Toledo, Ohio. This is because Toledo has much to remember and surprisingly little memory of it. It was arguably the city hardest hit by the Great Depression, both in absolute economic terms and in its relative decline from its equally disproportionate boom years of the 1920s. Most importantly, Toledo experienced the worst banking collapse of any city in America during the Great Depression.

By the mid-1920s, Toledo had enjoyed three decades of booming growth. In the 1890s it was one of the only cities in the Midwest whose economy grew throughout the depression of 1893–1898. Buoyed by a well-timed oil strike in the region, a Gay-Nineties bicycle craze that set its wheel and metal shops humming with activity, and the relocation to the city of large eastern glass works, Toledo outpaced most other midsized cities in industrial and population growth as the nineteenth century drew to a close. In the years leading up to World War I, manufacturing evolved from bicycles to automobiles and from cutting elegant glass punch bowls to blowing most of the nation’s bottles and light bulbs, while trade changed from oil speculating to supplying machinery and hardware to the oil-drillers. By the 1920s, Toledo’s rate of growth in manufacturing employment led the United States.”
Even before the stock market crash of October 1929, Toledo's overheated growth had begun to stall as the city's largest employer, the Willys-Overland Company, laid off thousands in the spring of 1929. But employment stabilized and had begun to rebound by the summer of 1931, when five of Toledo's largest banks failed, an event that locally marked the transition from economic difficulty to economic disaster. All at once, the city that had led the nation in employment growth during the 1920s now led it in job loss in the 1930s.12

Toledo was not home to the largest single bank failure during the Great Depression—that dubious crown is worn by the city of brotherly love, whose Bankers Trust Company of Philadelphia held deposits worth over $450 million when it toppled in December of 1930. Nor did Toledo's bank crisis grab national headlines the way that several other large failures did. Six months before Toledo's bank failures, the collapse of New York City's Bank of the United States startled the nation not so much because of its large size (over $200 million in assets) but because of the confusion caused by a name that implied the bank was the official bank of the federal government. Historically, the failure of Michigan's Guardian Union Group in 1933 was the most significant single event, as this banking syndicate's closure set in motion the wave of state banking closure laws, euphemistically called “bank holidays,” that culminated in President Roosevelt declaring a national “bank holiday” immediately after his inauguration.13

Though they were not the most famous or the most nationally significant of Great Depression bank failures, Toledo's bank failures considered in proportion to the size of the community in which they occurred were unprecedented. From 1930 through 1932, the largest single year's loss of deposits for any of the twelve Federal Reserve districts was that which occurred in 1931 in the Fourth District, the area encompassing all of Ohio, the western half of Pennsylvania, and the eastern half of Kentucky, when over 11.3 percent of the total deposits in the region were lost. The Fourth District's distinction as the worst-affected district in the country that year was due largely to the contribution of Toledo, which alone accounted for three-quarters of the district's losses.14

Toledo's banking disaster would have been significant had only one and not five of its banks gone belly up. During the whole of the Great Depression, only nine banks with assets exceeding $50 million failed. One of these was the Ohio Bank located in Toledo. For the year in which the giant Ohio Bank closed, it was the largest bank failure in the United States. Likewise, the 1930s suffered the closure of twenty-three banks with assets between $10 and $50 million. Three of these, or more than one in ten, were headquartered in Toledo, the twenty-seventh largest city in America, with fewer than three hundred
thousand people. In 1931, one out of every four banks in this category that were lost was located in Toledo, Ohio. If banks were bombs, no piece of the country would have been more devastated than the epicenter of Toledo’s financial district, the intersection of Superior and Madison streets.15

Because neither the Federal Reserve Banks nor the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency published city-level data for bank failures, it is difficult to precisely measure the relative per capita losses across different regions of the country. Ohio’s state Department of Banking did compile such statistics (table 1). From these figures the ratio of the total deposits of suspended banks to the total population of each of the principal cities in the state can be calculated. In 1931, $430 worth of deposits were frozen for every man, woman, and child in Toledo, about a fifth more than the next nearest sufferer, which was Cleveland at $335. Comparable figures are not readily available for most other major cities of the nation, but even overestimating their losses by attributing every dollar frozen in their entire states for the whole of the 1930s to them alone,

Table 1
Deposit losses per person, FY 1929–1933.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>$ per person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canton</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*FY 1933 through March 15 only. All non–Ohio city figures are based on statewide losses.
their per capita deposit losses are minor in comparison. According to this overly conservative method, Philadelphia’s ratio stood at $197, Chicago’s at $120, and New York’s at $44.16.

Other, probably more accurate, measures of the relative size of bank failures in American cities are the reported annual sums of exchanges handled

Table 2
Percentage decline in annual exchanges of the fifty largest clearinghouses, 1929–1934.


*Excluding those that did not report totals in this period (Oklahoma City, Oakland, Los Angeles, Little Rock, Davenport).
by each city’s clearinghouse. A clearinghouse is a central location where banks can quickly and conveniently swap checks, discount notes, and balance accounts with each other. The volume of money that moves through a clearinghouse is a pretty good indicator of the overall economic health of the city, but it is also a figure that is highly sensitive to banking failures, for when a bank fails its mass of deposits are no longer available to be exchanged or discounted, causing the overall volume of clearinghouse activity to fall in proportion. Comparing the activity of the fifty largest clearinghouses in America in 1929, before the waves of Great Depression bank failures hit, with their totals in 1934, after they had receded, is a useful index to the relative severity of bank failures in different regions of the nation (table 2).

Of the fifty largest clearinghouses in America, none experienced as deep a drop in their annual activity as did Toledo’s, which plummeted by 89 percent between those years. In 1929 Toledo possessed the thirty-fourth largest clearinghouse in America. By 1934 the volume of its exchange ranked it sixty-ninth, a rank lower than El Paso, Texas, a city one-third its size. No other city on this list fell as far or as fast as Toledo. Judging by this indicator, no other city suffered as catastrophic a banking decline as did Toledo during the Great Depression.17

Though Toledo’s banking collapse did not attract as much attention as did the well-publicized failures in New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, several knowledgeable observers did conclude that Toledo’s bank crisis had been the worst. President Franklin D. Roosevelt was probably correct when he called Toledo’s bank crisis “the worst banking experience of any city of the nation.”18

Toledo’s banking collapse began on Wednesday, June 17, 1931. That morning the Security-Home Bank, the third largest, did not open its doors. As word of Security’s closing rippled across the city, crowds gathered downtown and withdrawals mounted throughout the day at the other leading banks. At 4:00 P.M. the tellers at three of the remaining four largest banks, the Ohio, the Commercial, and Commerce Guardian, pulled down their shutters for the last time. The next morning each of these banks posted notices on their doors explaining that all withdrawals would be suspended for sixty days. When the suspension period ended two months later, all of these banks were closed and turned over to the state for liquidation. With over $125 million worth of deposits frozen in the closed banks, Toledo’s economy was devastated.

At the time of Toledo’s banking meltdown, official voices joined in a chorus of blame against the common depositors who they said caused the failures by running on the banks. Toledo’s News-Bee editorialized that “Banks normally safe [were] forced to close by ill-advised and hysterical runs.”19 Ira J. Fulton, Ohio’s superintendent of banking, was blunt in his assertion that “Fear, and not mismanagement” was the cause of Ohio’s bank crisis
and included in his annual report a little homily that he had written entitled “Holy Writ Condemns Hoarding.”

Following their lead, contemporary academic, journalistic, and business sources blamed Toledo’s bank failures on the bank runs. The first academic study of the causes of Toledo’s banking crash concluded that “. . . if the management of these banks had been willing to reduce operating expenses and to sacrifice the higher income of less liquid investments . . . they could have met the depositors’ ‘run’ in the summer of 1931.” Subsequent general histories of Toledo place greater emphasis on the role of declining real estate values, but the throngs of “fearful depositors” remain the immediate cause of the crash. The Toledo Blade has published a number of retrospective articles over the past few decades on these events, all of which prominently feature the bank run as the precipitating moment of crisis.

In interviews with people connected to the banking industry in Toledo, the same theories were evident. One story that was often recounted was the most popular illustration of the bank run theory. An anomaly in the bank crash was the fact that one large bank, the Toledo Trust Bank, did not fail. The story circulating in financial circles is that the president of the bank, upon seeing the gathering crowds in the street on that mid-June morning, sent workmen down to the basement to stoke up the furnace until the lobby was sweltering hot, successfully discouraging anyone but the most persistent from sweating in line long enough to withdraw their money. This story has gained power to the point where it has begun to spawn secondary mythic narratives. One of the descendents of this bank president told how when he and his siblings went to clear the belongings out of the old family homestead, the furnace would miraculously turn on by itself even after the thermostat had been turned off—whether evidence of a soul forever guilt-ridden or forever proud of an old dirty trick is not clear.

This predominant narrative of a panicked populace and bankers struggling to preserve their deposits to the very end is not surprising or unusual. It follows in the main what college history textbooks today teach freshman. What is remarkable is that Toledoans by 1934 understood a much different version of events. In 1932 a Lucas County grand jury indicted six officers of the defunct banks on charges that they had misapplied the funds of the bank, made false reports to the state, and fraudulently accepted the public’s deposits in the waning days of their bank’s operation. Those cases were still grinding through the courts in late 1933 when the Ohio Senate Committee on Banking held hearings in Toledo into the failures of 1931. The committee commissioned a special examiner to go over the books, who in just two weeks of auditing documented a trail of misappropriation, fraud, “smart money” insider withdrawals, and sweetheart loans to directors that
completely inverted the popular idea of a bank run. From these hearings the public learned that there had indeed been a bank run, only it was a raid on the deposits of the bank conducted primarily by the owners, directors, and officers of the banks themselves. The public also surmised that these facts must have been known by the state Department of Banking, who had control of these banks for over two years and had not made public even one funny entry in any firm’s books.  

By early 1934 Toledans saw in print what had long been rumored before, that the first bank to fail, the Security-Home Bank, was brought down by the huge burden of loans and withdrawals made to insiders at the expense of depositors. In the last six weeks of the bank’s operations, a little over $3 million in deposits were lost. Nearly half of that amount was withdrawn by the officers of the bank, their relatives, and the other businesses that they had interests in. On the day of the fabled bank run that supposedly shut down Security-Home Bank, the frightened public withdrew $679,971 from their savings accounts. That same day, June 16, 1931, commercial interests and rich investors quietly removed a much larger amount, $1,039,303.  

The other banks that voted to suspend withdrawals on the day of the Security-Home Bank’s collapse only closed the front door of those banks. While still relatively healthy on the day of suspension, these institutions saw deposits fly out their back doors until they were unable to reopen when the suspension period expired. It was reported by the special examiner that over $12 million was withdrawn from the largest of these banks during the suspension period, much of it to relatives, friends, business partners, and the industrial interests of the principals of the bank. In spite of the proclaimed withdrawal freeze, these banks’ daily transactions were quite brisk for those with connections. On the last day of banking, June 17, 1933, savings deposits at the Ohio Bank dropped by $2.07 million. But from the day the freeze began to the day the bank failed to reopen, savings accounts lost another $1.56 million. During the last week of the withdrawal period the bank’s commercial accounts lost more deposits than they did on the day of the famed “bank run.”  

Though all the records of the banks and the men involved in Toledo’s economic downfall have been destroyed, enough of the facts remain scattered about the city to reconstruct the essential details of the nation’s worst urban bank failure. As it turns out, the essential question to be asked is not what led the banks to ruin but who pushed them over the brink.
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